Welcome to the AAHSSL Swimming and Diving SeasonWe are excited to offer a version of online meet entries for our diving events. Cleanentries.com offers services to the UIL State
Championship as well as other NFHS, NCAA and AAU meets around the country. Getting to know the program is beneficial for you
and your diver so please include them in the process of meet entries if you can.
To get started simply go to the website and click through a few of the tutorials. If your divers compete in outside of the UIL meets
they most likely already have an account and are familiar with the how to’s. Be sure to attach your divers to their high school
teams and coaches, their account can attach them to both their club and high school teams.

https://cleanentries.com/

The AAHSSL diving meets are listed under the seasons meet designator from the AAAA-SA.org website. For example the October
6th meet is listed as “AAHSSL D-17-02.” Notice that registration closes the Tuesday prior to the meet at 11:59am. Once the meet
registration closes no new divers can be registered. Once a diver is registered they can change their dives online up until the
deadline. Once the deadline closes the diver will have to make changes to the dive at the diving admin table promptly at time of
arrival to meet site.

You will notice that cleanentries.com will not accept dive sheets that have errors. The general meet information includes the
required dive group for the meet. This means that in addition to the general NFHS rules, the first dive must be from the group
assigned in the general meet information.

When you are creating your teams please use the UIL Team Codes. These can be found on the aaaa-sa.org website (http://
www.aaaa-sa.org/HS_Calendar.htm)

Detailed meet information is also available at http://www.aaaa-sa.org/DIVE.htm

The tutorials on the cleanentries.com home page offer step by step information. Any other questions or concerns or even trouble
shooting can be directed to Kristin.libardoni@nisd.net. If you are looking for additional information on the physical location of the
meet, please see the chart below for the contact point for each of the AAHSSL diving meet sites.

